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THE IRADIMEDTHE IRADIMED  38803880  
WORLD’S ONLY NON-MAGNETIC MRI MONITOR

This one of a kind, lightweight, portable monitor has been meticulously engineered to meet the needs of today’s complex 
MRI workflow. From bedside through transport, the 3880Q non-magnetic monitor is mountable patient-side, on 
a wall, roll-stand, bed rail, or an anesthesia cart.  The 3880Q can be quickly detached for immediate mobility and 
provides MRI safety with full functionality in a compact, non-magnetic package. 

NON-MAGNETIC DESIGN

- 30,000 Gauss Field Line safety

- Zone IV piece of mind

- Eliminates projectile risks

ROADMAP TO A SEAMLESS WORKFLOW

IMPROVED WORKFLOW

- 10 lbs (4.5kg), small, lightweight design

- Familiar bedside monitor look and feel

- Flexible mounting: cart, IV pole & bed

CONTINUOUS MONITORING

- Patient safety is enhanced

- Uninterrupted vital sign monitoring

- Interdepartmental transfer ease

1. 3880Q PATIENT SETUP
Connecting the 3880Q MRI Patient Monitor to 
the patient within the ‘safety-net’ of their care 
unit improves patient stability prior to their 

MRI appointment.

2. PATIENT TRANSPORT TO MRI 
The lightweight design of the 33880Q MRI 
Patient Monitor allows minimal members to 
easily transport the patient to the MRI without 
the need to transfer monitors again upon arrival.

3. MRI EXAM
With its 30,000 gauss rating and small footprint, 
clinicians have the freedom to ergonomically 
position the 3880Q MRI Patient Monitor where 
it best enhances patient care and throughput.

4. RECOVERY OR CRITICAL CARE
Whether the patient’s post MRI transfer is to their 
originating department or a recovery area, the 
3880Q MRI Patient Monitor is with the patient every 
step of the way, standardizing continuity of care.



MODERN PROBLEMS REQUIRE MODERN SOLUTIONS

- Intuitive design and setup keeps lines on the patient’s bed and off the floor.

- Reduces the risks of tripping hazards on long IBP lines.

WIRELESS INVASIVE BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING
- Operating Room workflow supported by mounting on the anesthesia machine.

- Multiple 3880Q patient monitors supported by a single multi-gas module. 

WIRELESS ANESTHESIA GAS MONITORINGINTEGRATED BATTERY CHARGING

- Assures wireless PODS always have a charge and are ready for immediate use.

- No external Zone III battery chargers required to manage.

- Quick inflation cycles.

NIBP WITH ecQ-TEK

- Energy efficient ecQ-TEK pump technology extends battery run time.

- Quiet and smooth operation enhances reliability and comfort.

WIRELESS ECG WITH DYNAMIC GRADIENT FILTERING
- Industry exclusive “Convertible ECG” supports 3, 4, and 5 leads setups giving 

clinicians flexibility on patient application.

- Single lead wire replacement instead of whole cable reduces replacement cost.

UNINTERRUPTED PATIENT TEMPERATURE
- Fiber optic thermometer provides real time and reliable readings.

- Precision results within 0.3° C  instills confidence during clinical decisions.

LOW FLOW END TIDAL CO2

- Magnetic field doesn’t alter accuracy or reliability giving clinicians peace of mind.

- Cross contamination is controlled by the enclosed design, eliminating the need 
for a water-trap.

WIRELESS MASIMO® PULSE OXIMETRY
-  More than 100 studies have shown that Masimo® SET provides best in class 

performance with patients with low perfusion.

-  Integrated motion tolerance provides stability during transport results in 
more reliable readings.



PERFECTLY PORTABLE: WIRELESS MONITORING  BY REMOTE CONTROL

E.M.R CONNECTIVITY THAT SAVES TIME
- HL7 and RS232 simultaneous output options allows 

integration to both legacy and future EMR systems. 

SECURE 4K REMOTE VIEWING
- The Remote Viewing Station allows for clinicians to 

oversee up to four patients on a single screen.
- Every step of the patient’s MRI care cycle has been 

simplified with an intuitive touch screen user interface.

TOUCH SCREEN TECHNOLOGY

SERVICE BEYOND REPAIR!

IRadimed depot service combined with our priority equipment loaner 
program is the most effective way to ensure MRI cases are resumed 

promptly when unexpected service is needed. 

No one knows MRI patient care devices like IRadimed. IRadimed 
technical support and medical device service engineers are expert 
problem solvers with deep product knowledge. Our dedicated team 
of professionals are eager to manage the end-to-end care of your 

3880Q MRI Patient Monitor System and accessories.

DEPOT SERVICE GETS YOU BACK TO PATIENT CARE
FAST!

Remote monitoring 4 patients on 1 screenReverse side of 3885B

EXTENDED RANGE WIRELESS REMOTE
- Remotely monitor patients inside the MRI Zones III 

& IV with minimal interruptions.

- Tablet wirelessly controls the 3880Q with full audio 
and visual alarm functionality. 
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*Not all features are available in all markets.

UPGRADE YOUR PATIENT CARE
BY GOING NON-MAGNETIC!

Start moving forward by replacing your magnetic, bulky, outdated equipment 

with a portable, lightweight, MRI monitor. From patient preparation to recovery, 

the 3880Q MRI patient-side monitor provides your facility with more reliability, 

and functionality, in a compact, non-magnetic package. 

Scan for Training Videos


